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The advantage of a comprehensive approach

Many people find it increasingly difficult to
invest on their own, particularly as they amass
wealth and their financial situations become
more complex. That’s when professional
financial advice can help.

An experienced financial advisor provides
customized portfolio management and ongoing
strategic oversight that can better position
you to reach your long-term investment
objectives. A good financial advisor will also
build a relationship with you that goes beyond
traditional financial planning and results in a
more valuable financial life planning approach.
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Financial advisors’ knowledge
of the investment process
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Financial advisors don’t merely pick stocks, they carefully analyze your
personal circumstances and assess the market environment as they
develop your investment plan.

A skilled financial advisor has the
training and insight to:
• Create an investment strategy that
meets your short- and long-term needs.
• Understand the markets.
• Make sense of the complicated array
of investment products and how they
fit into your financial plan.
You can trust an experienced financial advisor
who offers the discipline, strategic planning,
and continuous monitoring that will help
ensure that your portfolio is positioned for
success whether the market is booming or
fraught with uncertainty.
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The importance of
an investment strategy

The first step in creating an investment
strategy is to work with your financial
advisor to understand your current situation
and decide what you want to accomplish
with your portfolio. Together with your
financial advisor, you will need to determine
your investment goals, risk tolerance, and
time horizon.
Your financial advisor will ask you questions
about your current investments, the amount
you plan to invest and your investment
time frame, the level of risk you’re comfortable with, and the return you expect from
your portfolio.
Periodically, your financial advisor will revisit
your investment strategy to ensure that
your portfolio is on track and to make any
necessary adjustments.
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Understanding your investment philosophy
Together with your financial advisor, you’ll
clarify your beliefs as an investor and define
your investment philosophy.
Your financial advisor will help you identify
your attitudes toward investment risk,
asset allocation and diversification, trading,
investment costs, and other issues that
define what’s important to you as an investor.
Establishing your unique investment philosophy
will help guide the fundamental decisions
you and your financial advisor make about
your portfolio.

A carefully planned investment strategy is a practical way that you and
your financial advisor can make sure that you maintain the direction
and discipline you need to reach your investment goals.
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The allocation of assets
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Asset allocation is a critical factor in determining the long-term returns
of your portfolio. Asset allocation also helps you and your financial advisor
determine the trade-off between risk and return for your particular needs.

also can lead to bigger losses. Balancing
the risk you are willing to accept with
the investment returns you need or want
is something your financial advisor will
discuss with you.

Your financial advisor will consider a
number of factors when developing an
asset allocation that’s appropriate for
you, including:
Your investment goals. Your financial
advisor will need to understand your shortand long-term objectives—for example, a
home purchase, education, retirement, or
business financing—to create an allocation
that helps you reach your goals.

Your comfort with risk versus return.
The concept of risk/return suggests that
low levels of investment risk will result in
low returns, while high levels of risk will
generate higher returns. Of course, there
are no guarantees. While increased risk
offers the possibility of higher returns, it

Return

Your risk tolerance. Do you lose sleep
when the markets slide? Or do you shrug
a market slide off as the normal course
of business on Wall Street? Your financial
advisor can help you understand your
emotional reactions to the risks of investing
and can help you create a plan that suits
your investment temperament.

The figure below illustrates the
relationship between risk and return.

Low risk
Low return

High risk
High potential return

Standard deviation (or risk)

Determining the amount of investment risk
you can tolerate is essential to establishing
an asset allocation. Your financial advisor
will examine your income, investable
assets, investment goals—even your
attitude about risk—to determine the
risk/return trade-off that’s right for you.
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Your time horizon. In order for your financial
advisor to tailor your portfolio to your goals,
it’s important to define your financial time
horizon. A portfolio invested to finance
retirement in 20 years would include a
different selection of securities than a
portfolio intended to finance an imminent
retirement. For example, a growth-oriented
investor seeking to maximize his or
her long-term return potential may be
willing to tolerate the large short-term
price fluctuations that can occur with a
concentration in stocks. On the other hand,
an investor with short-term goals might
be more likely to choose a bond-oriented
allocation that’s more suitable for generating
income. Your financial advisor will work
closely with you to establish an allocation
to meet your particular needs.

Periodic rebalancing is essential
Your needs, goals, and time horizon change
over time. So, too, does the market. One of
the ways your financial advisor adds value
to your investment plan is by monitoring
and periodically rebalancing the asset
allocation of your portfolio.
Your investment policy statement will spell
out how often and under what circumstances
you and your financial advisor review your
investment plan to make sure it stays on
track to meet your short- and long-term
investment goals.

Diversification. Your financial advisor will
generally build your portfolio using a variety
of asset classes to achieve a high level of
diversification and long-term stability.

There is no guarantee that any particular asset allocation or mix of funds will meet your
investment objectives or provide you with a given level of income. Diversification does
not ensure a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market.
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Asset allocation can influence
average returns

Historically, a portfolio made up of 100%
stocks delivered an average annual return
of 10.45%, nearly twice the 5.47% average
annual return of a 100% bond portfolio. The
trade-off for that significantly larger return was
a much greater exposure to the risk of loss.

Holding more stocks in a portfolio has
historically resulted in higher average annual
returns but greater risk. The extremes help
tell the story.
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Source: Ibbotson Associates and Vanguard.
Note: Stocks are represented by the S&P 500 Index through 1970; the Dow Jones Wilshire 5000 Index from 1971 through April 22, 2005; and
the MSCI US Broad Market Index thereafter, Bonds are represented by the Ibbotson Intermediate-Term Government Bond Index through 1972
and the Lehman Intermediate U.S. Treasury Index thereafter. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The performance of an index
is not an exact representation of any particular investment, as you cannot invest directly in an index.

All investments involve risk. Investments in bond funds are subject to interest rate,
credit, and inflation risk.
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The positioning of your portfolio

The value of tax-efficiency

Costs matter

The implementation of tax-efficient
strategies is an important way that your
financial advisor can add value to your
portfolio. Your financial advisor can choose
from a wide array of products—including
tax-deferred and tax-efficient investments
and annuities—and techniques such as
managing capital gains, tax harvesting,
and more.

Never underestimate the importance
of investment expenses. Simply stated,
investment costs eat into your returns.
The adjacent chart illustrates how costs
can affect investment returns for two
mutual funds with different expense ratios.
Based on a hypothetical initial investment
of $10,000 in each fund, the lower-cost
mutual fund would have returned $14,775
more than the higher-cost fund over the
20 years ended March 31, 2006.

One of the most common ways to control
taxes is through asset location. The basic
approach involves placing assets in a
combination of taxable and tax-deferred
accounts to minimize taxes and maximize
returns. Your financial advisor can help
develop an asset location strategy based
on your short- and long-term goals, income,
tax bracket, and asset allocation.
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Your financial advisor understands the
nature of investment costs and can be
instrumental in ensuring that your investments are as cost-effective as possible.

Investment expenses and taxes can significantly erode the value of
your portfolio. A low-cost, tax-efficient portfolio can be the foundation
for long-term investment success.

How lower fund costs can help you over the long run
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Source: Vanguard.
Note: The pattern of returns shown here is based on the deduction of expense ratios from the actual
performance (including reinvestment of dividends) of the S&P 500 Index over the 20-year period ended
March 31, 2006. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. This example is hypothetical and
does not represent any particular investment, as you cannot invest directly in an index.
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The advantage of a
comprehensive approach

Most investors think of financial advisors as
investment counselors whose only job is to
manage their finances and help them reach
their investment goals. A good financial
advisor, however, will look beyond a client’s
investments to offer advice and guidance
about taxes, retirement, estate planning,
insurance, education planning, and more.

A financial advisor who offers such
a comprehensive life planning approach
can add an enormous amount of value
by guiding you through the many
complicated financial challenges you’ll
face throughout your life.

>Take advantage of all the expertise
your financial advisor has to offer.
Share your dreams and goals to build
a valuable relationship that goes
beyond traditional financial planning
to encompass your whole life.
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